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Risk Management and Internal Controls

Maintaining a robust risk  
and control framework

Group internal control system
The processes which the Board has applied in reviewing the effectiveness of the Group’s system of internal control are summarised below:

Operating companies, with the oversight of their sector boards, carry out a detailed risk assessment each year and identify mitigating actions 
in place or proposed for each significant risk. A risk register is compiled from this information, against which operational risk action is monitored 
through to resolution and strategic risks are reported to the Group. Management also compiles a summary of significant Group risks, 
documenting existing or planned actions to mitigate, manage or avoid risks. 

Each month the board of every operating company meets, discusses and reports on its operating performance, its opportunities, the risks 
facing it and the resultant actions. The relevant Sector Chief Executive or Sector Vice President chairs this meeting. Sector Chief Executives 
meet regularly with the Chief Executive and Finance Director and report on sectoral progress to the Executive Board. 

Financial and trading ‘warning signs’ are reported to Group and sector management. Weekly data on cash management, sales and orders are 
also reported directly to the Chief Executive, the Finance Director and the Group finance team. This framework is designed to provide an early 
warning of potential risks and to direct appropriate action where necessary.

The Chief Executive submits a report to each Halma plc Board meeting which includes the main features of Group operations and an analysis 
of the significant risks and opportunities facing the Group. The papers also cover progress against strategic objectives and shareholder-related 
issues. The Finance Director also submits a separate financial report to each Halma plc Board meeting.

Regular Director visits to Group companies are scheduled and open access to the subsidiary company boards is encouraged; cyclical and 
risk-based internal control visits are carried out by internal audit or senior finance staff resulting in actions being fed back to each company and 
followed up by senior finance executives and Sector Chief Executives. Reviews are coded in terms of risk and a summary of all such reviews 
is given to the Audit Committee, with any significant control failings being reported directly to the Audit Committee; senior finance staff also 
conduct financial reviews at each operating company before publication of half-year and year-end results. We have a Group-wide IT policy 
supported by a programme of IT health checks. Group IT manages aspects of our cyber security risks and IT development needs.

The Chief Executive, Finance Director and Internal Audit function report to the Audit Committee on all aspects of internal control. The Board 
receives regular reports from the Audit Committee Chairman and the papers and minutes of the Audit Committee meetings are used as 
a basis for its annual review of internal control.

INTERNAL CONTROL
The Board meets regularly throughout the 
year and has adopted a schedule of matters 
which are required to be brought to it for 
decision. This procedure is intended to 
ensure that the Directors maintain full and 
effective control over all significant strategic, 
financial and organisational issues and is 
subject to routine review.

During the year, actions to strengthen the 
control environment continue to be taken 
centrally by Group management. The sector 
structure provides additional, dedicated 
personnel who supplement and reinforce our 
controls and the culture in which we operate 
within the subsidiaries themselves. The duties 
and responsibilities of management are 
continually refreshed as well as documented. 
The Group’s policies and procedures were 
moved to a secure web-based portal during 
the year and updated to be in a more 
user-friendly format. The portal also includes 
links to the additional guidance given to all 

subsidiary managing directors and subsidiary 
finance directors. Such guidance includes 
aspects ranging from our Group benefits and 
incentives to information related to the internal  
financial review procedures conducted  
to complement the operating control 
environment. We continue to strengthen  
the internal and external resources utilised  
in the identification of, and investigation into, 
potential acquisitions. Our approach and 
policies are particularly designed to ensure  
a rapid and successful integration following 
acquisition. The scope of the Group’s 
policies and the programme of compliance 
audits are regularly reviewed to ensure 
they are sufficient to address current risks. 
The Group placed additional emphasis on 
updating our business continuity plans over 
recent years ensuring that they are mutually 
complementary to our insurance programme.

The Group’s treasury-related policies are 
kept under review to ensure that appropriate 
accounting and banking arrangements 

are aligned with the Group’s growth and 
to ensure continued compliance with 
covenants and accounting requirements.

The Internal Audit function has operated 
independently since 2004, reporting to the 
Audit Committee. The team of three dedicated 
internal auditors, residing in the UK, USA and 
China, schedule visits to Group companies 
to conduct internal audit procedures which 
have recently been benchmarked to 
reflect changing circumstances, specific 
requirements and to enhance effectiveness. 
The results of each internal audit are 
documented for internal distribution and action 
with an executive summary going to the Audit 
Committee. The team may also be involved in 
any special investigations that may arise at the 
direction of the Company Secretary.

Group risk is mitigated by means of an 
operating structure which spreads the 
Group’s activities across a number of 
autonomous subsidiary companies. Each 
of these companies is overseen by sector 
executives and led by a high-quality board 
of directors including a finance executive. 
The introduction of internal non-executive 
director (NED) opportunities within the Group 
during 2017 will provide further, mutually 
beneficial, oversight of operations.

Embedding internal control and risk 
management within the operations of 
the business and dealing with areas of 
improvement which come to management’s 
and the Board’s attention is a continuous 
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process and one which is subject to 
rigorous scrutiny.

Group companies operate under a system of 
controls which includes but is not limited to:

• a defined organisational structure with  
an appropriate delegation of authority to 
operational management which ensures 
appropriate segregation of key duties; 

• the identification and appraisal of risks both 
formally, through the annual process of 
preparing business plans and budgets, 
through an annual detailed risk assessment 
carried out at local level and informally 
through close monitoring of operations; 

• a comprehensive financial reporting system, 
regularly enhanced, within which actual and 
forecast results are compared with approved 

budgets and the previous year’s figures on 
a monthly basis. Weekly cash/sales/orders 
reporting including details of financial 
institutions is also maintained within the 
financial reporting system, all of which is 
reviewed at both local, sector and Group level; 

• an investment evaluation procedure to ensure 
an appropriate level of approval for all capital 
expenditure and other capitalised costs; 

• self-certification by operating company  
and sector management of compliance 
and control issues with additional 
verification performed centrally; 

• a robust structure for electronic 
communication and conducting 
e-commerce to ensure that the Group 
is not adversely impacted by threats to 
its information technology infrastructure 
and to minimise potential for business 

disruptions. The Group has a wide 
range of measures and policies and  
a framework in place which includes  
a virtual private network covering over  
100 sites worldwide, secure firewalls,  
an IT security and threat monitoring 
system, information management  
audits, disaster recovery and a mobile 
devices management system; and 

• an acquisitions and disposals framework 
which governs the due diligence, 
negotiation, approval and integration 
processes to ensure that value-enhancing, 
quality investments are made in order to 
meet our strategic objectives.

See Viability Statement on page 68.

Group risk management

Sector boards

Senior Finance Executives Subsidiary company boards 

Chief Executive/Finance Director 

Executive Board 

Audit Committee

Company Secretary 

Internal Audit Whistleblowing 

Operational and financial risk Compliance and monitoring

Board 

The diagram below summarises our complementary integrated approach to risk management which is consistent with the Group’s 
structure. Halma has also refined the timings of the Group-wide risk assessment as well as the division of responsibility for the risk  
review cycle throughout the year.

Board and Audit 
Committee

Executive Board 
and Senior Finance 

Executives

Subsidiary 
Companies

Top Down 
Strategic Risk Management

Bottom Up 
Operational Risk Management

• assessment of the effectiveness of risk management
systems across the Group; and

• reporting principal risks and uncertainties in the Group.

• reviewing completeness and consistency across
the sectors and adequacy of mitigation actions;

• consideration of the aggregation of risk exposures
across the businesses; and

• review/management/consolidation of operational
risks (both sector and business unit, delegated as
the Sector Chief Executive deems appropriate).

• reporting of significant and emerging risks to the Group;
• identification, evaluation, prioritisation, mitigation

and monitoring of operational risks which are the
responsibility of each subsidiary company; and 

• identification of strategic risks which are reported
to the Group.

• review and management of the strategic risks
of the Group with visibility of the sector risks;

• consideration of the environment in which the
Group operates; and

• setting the risk appetite of the Group.

• delivery of Group strategic actions; and
• monitoring Group key risk indicators.

• execution of any Group–level strategic actions;
and reporting on any identified key risks and
mitigation progress.
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Principal Risks and Uncertainties

Halma’s principal risks and uncertainties are detailed below and are supported by the robust risk management and internal control systems 
and procedures noted on pages 28 and 29.

Movements indicate management’s perception of how the pre-mitigation risk has moved year on year.

Strategic 
objective Risk description

Risk 
appetite Risk rating Movement Potential impact Mitigation

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Globalisation 
The global interconnectedness  
of operations poses wide-ranging 
challenges across the Group 
especially where businesses 
manage operational matters via 
remote locations; the increasing 
global spread of our businesses, 
particularly in China, requires 
additional vigilance over 
communication, culture, training 
and export controls/sanctions in 
order to anticipate and contain 
any vulnerabilities.

Medium High
• Weakening of financial, tax, audit and legal 

control and divergence from overall Group 
strategy in remote operations, leading to 
businesses taking on more risks than intended 
or unexpected financial outcomes.

• Failure to comply with local laws and regulations 
in unfamiliar territories, leading to reputational 
issues and legal or regulatory disputes.

• Continued international growth increases risk.
• Missed opportunities due to failure to mobilise 

resources efficiently.

• Control is exercised locally in accordance with the Group’s policy of autonomous management. We seek to employ local high-quality experts.
• The increasing geographic diversity of operating personnel emphasises the importance the Group places on local knowledge and experience.
• The Group’s acquisition model ensures retention of management and staff in acquired businesses, meaning that local expertise is retained.
• Sector Chief Executives ensure that overall Group strategy is fulfilled through ongoing review of the businesses. The right balance between  

autonomy and adherence to the overall objectives of the Group is a key function of the Sector Chief Executives, Sector Vice Presidents and  
Senior Finance Executives.

• Regular visits to remote operations and maintenance of key adviser relationships by senior management, finance staff and Internal Audit  
support local control.

• The Group’s geographic and product diversity reduces risk.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Competition 
The Group faces competition 
in the form of pricing, service, 
reliability and substitution.

Medium Medium
• Loss of market share due to price pressure 

and changing markets.
• Reduced financial performance arising from 

competitive threats both from third parties  
and customers bringing production in-house.

• By empowering and resourcing innovation in local operations to respond to changing market needs, the potential adverse impact of downward  
price pressure and competition can be mitigated and growth maintained.

• We recognise the competitive threat coming from emerging economies and by operating within these economies, typically using local staff,  
we are better placed to make fast progress ourselves.

• The Group operates in specialised global niche markets offering high barriers-to-entry.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Economic conditions  
In times of uncertain economic 
conditions, businesses face 
additional or elevated levels of 
risk. These include market and 
customer risk, customer default, 
fraud, supply chain risk and 
liquidity risk.

Medium High
• Reduced financial performance.
• Loss of market share.
• Unforeseen liabilities.
• Disruption of service to customers.
• Breaches of legal or regulatory requirements 

resulting in fines/penalties impacting the  
Group financially and reputationally.

• Potential impairment of goodwill.

• Risks are primarily managed at the operating company level where local knowledge is situated. The financial strength and availability of  
pooled finances within the Group mitigates local risks faced by operating companies as does the robust credit management processes  
in place across the Group.

• The Halma Executive Board identifies any wider trends which require action.
• The Group’s geographic diversity limits its exposure to economic risk arising in any one territory. The Group does not have significant  

operations, cash deposits or sources of funding in economically uncertain regions.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Financial 
Funding 
A key risk is that the Group may  
run out of cash or not have access 
to adequate funding. In addition, 
cash deposits are required to be 
held in a secure form and location.

Low Medium
• Constraints on trading and/or acquiring 

new companies limiting the Group’s  
growth aspirations.

• Availability of additional funding in  
traditional debt markets.

• Permanent loss of shareholders’ funds 
and/or restrictions on dividend payments.

• Gearing has increased during the year.

• The strong cash flow generated by the Group provides financial flexibility.
• Cash needs are monitored regularly. In addition to short-term overdraft facilities, the Group renewed and increased to £360m its five-year  

revolving credit facility in 2013 providing security of funding and sufficient headroom for its current needs.
• The Group increased its funding capacity in 2016 via a US$250m US Private Placement.
• Cash deposits are monitored centrally and spread amongst a number of high credit-rated banks.

Treasury 
Breaches of banking/USPP 
covenants and foreign currency risk 
are the most significant treasury-
related risks for the Group. In times 
of increased volatility this can 
have a significant impact on 
performance. The Group is 
exposed to a lesser extent to 
other treasury risks such as 
interest rate risk and liquidity risk.

Medium Medium
• Volatile financial performance arising from 

translation of earnings from the Group’s 
increasing proportion of overseas operations or 
poorly-managed foreign exchange exposures.

• Deviation from core strategy through the  
use of speculative or overly complex  
financial instruments.

• Financial penalties, reputational damage 
and withdrawal of facilities arising from 
breach of banking/USPP covenants.

• Increased interest rate risk on higher 
forecast borrowings.

• The risk has increased because more of the Group’s profits are derived from non-Sterling currencies. Currency profits are not hedged. Currency 
hedging must fit with the commercial needs of the business and we have in place a hedging strategy to manage Group exposures. This requires  
the hedging of a substantial proportion of expected future transactions up to 12 months (and in exceptional cases 24 months) ahead. Longer-term 
currency trends can only be covered through a wide geographic spread of operations.

• The Group does not use overly complex derivative financial instruments and no speculative treasury transactions are undertaken.
• We closely monitor performance against the financial covenants on our revolving credit facility and USPP and operate well within these covenants.

Pension deficit 
To meet our pension obligations, 
we must adequately fund our closed 
UK defined benefit pension plans.

Medium Medium
• Excessive consumption of cash,  

limiting investment in operations.
• Unexpected variability in the  

Company’s financial results.

• There is regular dialogue with pension fund trustees and pension strategy is a regular Halma Board agenda item. The Group’s strong cash flows  
and access to adequate borrowing facilities mean that the pensions risk can be adequately managed.

• The Group has maintained additional pension contributions with the overall objective of paying off the deficit in line with the Actuary’s 
recommendations. Alternative means of reducing pension risk is evaluated in light of the best long-term interest of shareholders.
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Halma’s principal risks and uncertainties are detailed below and are supported by the robust risk management and internal control systems 
and procedures noted on pages 28 and 29.

Movements indicate management’s perception of how the pre-mitigation risk has moved year on year.

Strategic 
objective Risk description

Risk 
appetite Risk rating Movement Potential impact Mitigation

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Globalisation 
The global interconnectedness  
of operations poses wide-ranging 
challenges across the Group 
especially where businesses 
manage operational matters via 
remote locations; the increasing 
global spread of our businesses, 
particularly in China, requires 
additional vigilance over 
communication, culture, training 
and export controls/sanctions in 
order to anticipate and contain 
any vulnerabilities.

Medium High
• Weakening of financial, tax, audit and legal 

control and divergence from overall Group 
strategy in remote operations, leading to 
businesses taking on more risks than intended 
or unexpected financial outcomes.

• Failure to comply with local laws and regulations 
in unfamiliar territories, leading to reputational 
issues and legal or regulatory disputes.

• Continued international growth increases risk.
• Missed opportunities due to failure to mobilise 

resources efficiently.

• Control is exercised locally in accordance with the Group’s policy of autonomous management. We seek to employ local high-quality experts.
• The increasing geographic diversity of operating personnel emphasises the importance the Group places on local knowledge and experience.
• The Group’s acquisition model ensures retention of management and staff in acquired businesses, meaning that local expertise is retained.
• Sector Chief Executives ensure that overall Group strategy is fulfilled through ongoing review of the businesses. The right balance between  

autonomy and adherence to the overall objectives of the Group is a key function of the Sector Chief Executives, Sector Vice Presidents and  
Senior Finance Executives.

• Regular visits to remote operations and maintenance of key adviser relationships by senior management, finance staff and Internal Audit  
support local control.

• The Group’s geographic and product diversity reduces risk.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Competition 
The Group faces competition 
in the form of pricing, service, 
reliability and substitution.

Medium Medium
• Loss of market share due to price pressure 

and changing markets.
• Reduced financial performance arising from 

competitive threats both from third parties  
and customers bringing production in-house.

• By empowering and resourcing innovation in local operations to respond to changing market needs, the potential adverse impact of downward  
price pressure and competition can be mitigated and growth maintained.

• We recognise the competitive threat coming from emerging economies and by operating within these economies, typically using local staff,  
we are better placed to make fast progress ourselves.

• The Group operates in specialised global niche markets offering high barriers-to-entry.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Economic conditions  
In times of uncertain economic 
conditions, businesses face 
additional or elevated levels of 
risk. These include market and 
customer risk, customer default, 
fraud, supply chain risk and 
liquidity risk.

Medium High
• Reduced financial performance.
• Loss of market share.
• Unforeseen liabilities.
• Disruption of service to customers.
• Breaches of legal or regulatory requirements 

resulting in fines/penalties impacting the  
Group financially and reputationally.

• Potential impairment of goodwill.

• Risks are primarily managed at the operating company level where local knowledge is situated. The financial strength and availability of  
pooled finances within the Group mitigates local risks faced by operating companies as does the robust credit management processes  
in place across the Group.

• The Halma Executive Board identifies any wider trends which require action.
• The Group’s geographic diversity limits its exposure to economic risk arising in any one territory. The Group does not have significant  

operations, cash deposits or sources of funding in economically uncertain regions.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Financial 
Funding 
A key risk is that the Group may  
run out of cash or not have access 
to adequate funding. In addition, 
cash deposits are required to be 
held in a secure form and location.

Low Medium
• Constraints on trading and/or acquiring 

new companies limiting the Group’s  
growth aspirations.

• Availability of additional funding in  
traditional debt markets.

• Permanent loss of shareholders’ funds 
and/or restrictions on dividend payments.

• Gearing has increased during the year.

• The strong cash flow generated by the Group provides financial flexibility.
• Cash needs are monitored regularly. In addition to short-term overdraft facilities, the Group renewed and increased to £360m its five-year  

revolving credit facility in 2013 providing security of funding and sufficient headroom for its current needs.
• The Group increased its funding capacity in 2016 via a US$250m US Private Placement.
• Cash deposits are monitored centrally and spread amongst a number of high credit-rated banks.

Treasury 
Breaches of banking/USPP 
covenants and foreign currency risk 
are the most significant treasury-
related risks for the Group. In times 
of increased volatility this can 
have a significant impact on 
performance. The Group is 
exposed to a lesser extent to 
other treasury risks such as 
interest rate risk and liquidity risk.

Medium Medium
• Volatile financial performance arising from 

translation of earnings from the Group’s 
increasing proportion of overseas operations or 
poorly-managed foreign exchange exposures.

• Deviation from core strategy through the  
use of speculative or overly complex  
financial instruments.

• Financial penalties, reputational damage 
and withdrawal of facilities arising from 
breach of banking/USPP covenants.

• Increased interest rate risk on higher 
forecast borrowings.

• The risk has increased because more of the Group’s profits are derived from non-Sterling currencies. Currency profits are not hedged. Currency 
hedging must fit with the commercial needs of the business and we have in place a hedging strategy to manage Group exposures. This requires  
the hedging of a substantial proportion of expected future transactions up to 12 months (and in exceptional cases 24 months) ahead. Longer-term 
currency trends can only be covered through a wide geographic spread of operations.

• The Group does not use overly complex derivative financial instruments and no speculative treasury transactions are undertaken.
• We closely monitor performance against the financial covenants on our revolving credit facility and USPP and operate well within these covenants.

Pension deficit 
To meet our pension obligations, 
we must adequately fund our closed 
UK defined benefit pension plans.

Medium Medium
• Excessive consumption of cash,  

limiting investment in operations.
• Unexpected variability in the  

Company’s financial results.

• There is regular dialogue with pension fund trustees and pension strategy is a regular Halma Board agenda item. The Group’s strong cash flows  
and access to adequate borrowing facilities mean that the pensions risk can be adequately managed.

• The Group has maintained additional pension contributions with the overall objective of paying off the deficit in line with the Actuary’s 
recommendations. Alternative means of reducing pension risk is evaluated in light of the best long-term interest of shareholders.

Increased risk No change to risk Decreased risk
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Principal Risks and Uncertainties continued

Strategic 
objective Risk description

Risk 
appetite Risk rating Movement Potential impact Mitigation

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Cyber security/Information 
Technology/Business 
interruption 
Group and operational 
management depend on timely 
and reliable information from our  
IT systems to run their businesses. 
We seek to ensure continuous 
availability, security and operation 
of those information systems. 
Cyber threats continue to show 
an increasing trend.

Low High
• Delay or impact on decision making through 

lack of availability of sound data or disruption 
in/denial of service.

• Reduced service to customers due to poor 
information handling or interruption of business.

• Prevention, detection and containment of 
global threats to systems and critical 
information are inadequate.

• Loss of commercially sensitive and/or 
personal information.

• Intended and unintended actions of employees 
cause disruption, including fraud.

• There is substantial redundancy and back-up built into Group-wide systems and the spread of business offers good protection from individual events.
• A small central resource, Halma IT Services, assists Group companies with strategic IT needs and ensures adequate IT security policies are used 

across the Group.
• An IT security committee was set up in December 2012 comprising central and subsidiary IT personnel.
• Halma IT has been ISO 27001: 2013 certified for its information security management systems.
• Regular IT health checks are conducted. Comprehensive IT systems monitoring was introduced in 2014.
• Cyber risk and security is a regular Board agenda item addressing the landscape as it evolves.
• External penetration testing is utilised and the rollout of a centralised IT disaster recovery solution to supplement local processes has been completed.
• Business continuity plans exist for each business unit and with ongoing testing.
• Education/awareness of cyber threats continues to ensure Group employees protect themselves and Group assets.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Acquisitions 
The identification and purchase 
of businesses which meet our 
demanding financial and growth 
criteria are an important part of our 
strategy for developing the Group, 
as is ensuring the new businesses 
are rapidly integrated into the Group.

Medium High
• Failure to attract sufficient numbers of high-quality 

businesses to meet our strategic growth target.
• Failure to deliver expected results resulting 

from poor acquisition selection.
• Failure to identify new markets in which 

to expand.
• Reduced financial performance arising from 

failure to integrate acquisitions into the Group. 
• Unforeseen liabilities arising from a failure to 

understand acquisition targets fully.

• The sector restructuring in April 2014 freed up additional resource to focus on M&A activities supported by the appointment of dedicated sector 
acquisition personnel. Such resources remain under constant review.

• We acquire small and medium sized businesses whose technology and markets we know well or who operate in adjacent markets.
• Sector Chief Executives are responsible for finding and completing acquisitions in their business sectors, subject to Board approval, supported by sector 

and central resources, as necessary. We employ detailed post-acquisition integration plans.
• Thorough due diligence is performed by a combination of in-house and external experts to ensure that a comprehensive appraisal of the commercial, 

legal and financial position of every target is obtained.
• Incentives are aligned to encourage acquisitions which are value-enhancing from day one.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

ACQUIRE

GROW
Laws and regulations  
Group operations are subject to 
wide-ranging laws and regulations 
including business conduct, 
employment, export controls/
sanctions, environmental and 
health and safety legislation. There 
is also exposure to product litigation 
and contractual risk. The laws and 
regulations we are exposed to as 
our businesses expand around the 
world increase each year.

Low High
• Unfavourable changes in laws and regulations 

that restrict the export of our products.
• Reputational damage and/or loss arising 

from inadvertent non-compliance.
• Diversion of management resources resulting 

in lost opportunities.
• Penalties arising from breach of laws 

and regulations.
• Loss of revenue and profit associated 

with contractual disputes.

• The Group’s emphasis on excellent internal controls, high ethical standards, the deployment of high-quality management resources and the strong 
focus on quality control over products and processes in each operating business help to protect us from product failure, litigation, fraudulent activities 
and contractual issues.

• Each operating company has a health and safety manager responsible for compliance and our performance in this area is good. Health and Safety 
policies, guidance and monthly reporting requirements are updated to reflect changing reporting and governance requirements and to enhance 
compliance. Our well-established policies on bribery and corruption have been maintained during the year to ensure continued compliance with  
best practice internally, via the Group Code of Conduct and externally, via appropriate clauses included in third-party agreements.

• Comprehensive insurance covers all standard categories of insurable risk. Contract review and approval processes mitigate exposure to  
contractual liability.

• The Group’s whistleblowing policy and externally facilitated hotline assist the timely identification of potential problem areas.
• Continued investment in international markets may introduce additional risk while we develop the appropriate commercial infrastructure necessary 

to build a direct presence.
IN

N
O

VATE
EMPOW

ER

ACQUIRE

GROW
Succession planning  
and staff quality 
Group performance is dependent 
on having high-quality leaders at all 
levels and an organisation allowing 
us to continue to grow through 
acquisition as well as driving 
organic growth.

Low Medium
• Failure to recruit and to retain key staff 

leading to reduced innovation and progress 
in the business.

• Unethical actions of staff causing reputational 
damage to the Group.

• Acquisition growth limited due to our 
organisation’s and leaders’ inability to 
effectively manage acquisition integration.

• International growth increasing the need for 
high-quality local talent.

• Group development programmes are under continuous development to ensure they deliver enhanced skills for executives and middle managers  
as needed in their current and future roles.

• Comprehensive recruitment and ongoing evaluation processes assist high-quality hiring and development.
• The Group regularly surveys staff to assess the alignment of individuals with Group values.
• The Group Talent Director assists the identification and development of Group executives.
• Ongoing focus on increasing the diversity of our employees worldwide to better meet our markets’ needs and provide sufficient opportunities  

for advancement as well as clear succession planning.
• Considerable time spent assessing senior management talent and establishing better processes to improve the talent pipeline has advanced our 

succession planning and talent quality.

IN
N

O
VATE

EMPOW
ER

ACQUIRE

GROW
Research & Development and 
Intellectual Property strategy 
New, high-quality products are 
critical to our organic growth and 
underpin our ability to earn high 
margins and high returns over the 
long term.

Medium Medium
• Loss of market share resulting from product 

obsolescence and failure to innovate to meet 
customer needs.

• Loss of market share resulting from a failure 
to protect key intellectual property.

• Loss of market share resulting from product 
quality issues including the necessity to  
recall/replace product.

• Diversion of resources to address 
related matters.

• Devolving control of product development to the autonomous operating businesses spreads risk and ensures that the people best placed to service 
the customers’ needs are driving innovation.

• New product development ‘best practice’ is shared between Group companies and return on investment of past and future innovation projects is 
tracked monthly. This ensures that the collective experience and expertise of the Group can be utilised to maximum effect.

• Large R&D projects, especially those which are capitalised, require Head Office approval, ensuring that the Group’s significant projects are aligned 
to overall strategy.

• Workforce quality and retention is a central objective. This focus ensures that intangible resources stay and grow within the business.
• Operating businesses are actively encouraged to develop and protect know-how in local jurisdictions.
• Innovation is encouraged and fostered throughout the Group, inter alia, via the Halma Innovation Awards.

Movements indicate management’s perception of how the pre-mitigation risk has moved year on year.
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Strategic 
objective Risk description

Risk 
appetite Risk rating Movement Potential impact Mitigation

IN
N

O
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EMPOW
ER

GROW ACQUIR
E

Cyber security/Information 
Technology/Business 
interruption 
Group and operational 
management depend on timely 
and reliable information from our  
IT systems to run their businesses. 
We seek to ensure continuous 
availability, security and operation 
of those information systems. 
Cyber threats continue to show 
an increasing trend.

Low High
• Delay or impact on decision making through 

lack of availability of sound data or disruption 
in/denial of service.

• Reduced service to customers due to poor 
information handling or interruption of business.

• Prevention, detection and containment of 
global threats to systems and critical 
information are inadequate.

• Loss of commercially sensitive and/or 
personal information.

• Intended and unintended actions of employees 
cause disruption, including fraud.

• There is substantial redundancy and back-up built into Group-wide systems and the spread of business offers good protection from individual events.
• A small central resource, Halma IT Services, assists Group companies with strategic IT needs and ensures adequate IT security policies are used 

across the Group.
• An IT security committee was set up in December 2012 comprising central and subsidiary IT personnel.
• Halma IT has been ISO 27001: 2013 certified for its information security management systems.
• Regular IT health checks are conducted. Comprehensive IT systems monitoring was introduced in 2014.
• Cyber risk and security is a regular Board agenda item addressing the landscape as it evolves.
• External penetration testing is utilised and the rollout of a centralised IT disaster recovery solution to supplement local processes has been completed.
• Business continuity plans exist for each business unit and with ongoing testing.
• Education/awareness of cyber threats continues to ensure Group employees protect themselves and Group assets.
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Acquisitions 
The identification and purchase 
of businesses which meet our 
demanding financial and growth 
criteria are an important part of our 
strategy for developing the Group, 
as is ensuring the new businesses 
are rapidly integrated into the Group.

Medium High
• Failure to attract sufficient numbers of high-quality 

businesses to meet our strategic growth target.
• Failure to deliver expected results resulting 

from poor acquisition selection.
• Failure to identify new markets in which 

to expand.
• Reduced financial performance arising from 

failure to integrate acquisitions into the Group. 
• Unforeseen liabilities arising from a failure to 

understand acquisition targets fully.

• The sector restructuring in April 2014 freed up additional resource to focus on M&A activities supported by the appointment of dedicated sector 
acquisition personnel. Such resources remain under constant review.

• We acquire small and medium sized businesses whose technology and markets we know well or who operate in adjacent markets.
• Sector Chief Executives are responsible for finding and completing acquisitions in their business sectors, subject to Board approval, supported by sector 

and central resources, as necessary. We employ detailed post-acquisition integration plans.
• Thorough due diligence is performed by a combination of in-house and external experts to ensure that a comprehensive appraisal of the commercial, 

legal and financial position of every target is obtained.
• Incentives are aligned to encourage acquisitions which are value-enhancing from day one.
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Laws and regulations  
Group operations are subject to 
wide-ranging laws and regulations 
including business conduct, 
employment, export controls/
sanctions, environmental and 
health and safety legislation. There 
is also exposure to product litigation 
and contractual risk. The laws and 
regulations we are exposed to as 
our businesses expand around the 
world increase each year.

Low High
• Unfavourable changes in laws and regulations 

that restrict the export of our products.
• Reputational damage and/or loss arising 

from inadvertent non-compliance.
• Diversion of management resources resulting 

in lost opportunities.
• Penalties arising from breach of laws 

and regulations.
• Loss of revenue and profit associated 

with contractual disputes.

• The Group’s emphasis on excellent internal controls, high ethical standards, the deployment of high-quality management resources and the strong 
focus on quality control over products and processes in each operating business help to protect us from product failure, litigation, fraudulent activities 
and contractual issues.

• Each operating company has a health and safety manager responsible for compliance and our performance in this area is good. Health and Safety 
policies, guidance and monthly reporting requirements are updated to reflect changing reporting and governance requirements and to enhance 
compliance. Our well-established policies on bribery and corruption have been maintained during the year to ensure continued compliance with  
best practice internally, via the Group Code of Conduct and externally, via appropriate clauses included in third-party agreements.

• Comprehensive insurance covers all standard categories of insurable risk. Contract review and approval processes mitigate exposure to  
contractual liability.

• The Group’s whistleblowing policy and externally facilitated hotline assist the timely identification of potential problem areas.
• Continued investment in international markets may introduce additional risk while we develop the appropriate commercial infrastructure necessary 

to build a direct presence.
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Succession planning  
and staff quality 
Group performance is dependent 
on having high-quality leaders at all 
levels and an organisation allowing 
us to continue to grow through 
acquisition as well as driving 
organic growth.

Low Medium
• Failure to recruit and to retain key staff 

leading to reduced innovation and progress 
in the business.

• Unethical actions of staff causing reputational 
damage to the Group.

• Acquisition growth limited due to our 
organisation’s and leaders’ inability to 
effectively manage acquisition integration.

• International growth increasing the need for 
high-quality local talent.

• Group development programmes are under continuous development to ensure they deliver enhanced skills for executives and middle managers  
as needed in their current and future roles.

• Comprehensive recruitment and ongoing evaluation processes assist high-quality hiring and development.
• The Group regularly surveys staff to assess the alignment of individuals with Group values.
• The Group Talent Director assists the identification and development of Group executives.
• Ongoing focus on increasing the diversity of our employees worldwide to better meet our markets’ needs and provide sufficient opportunities  

for advancement as well as clear succession planning.
• Considerable time spent assessing senior management talent and establishing better processes to improve the talent pipeline has advanced our 

succession planning and talent quality.
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Research & Development and 
Intellectual Property strategy 
New, high-quality products are 
critical to our organic growth and 
underpin our ability to earn high 
margins and high returns over the 
long term.

Medium Medium
• Loss of market share resulting from product 

obsolescence and failure to innovate to meet 
customer needs.

• Loss of market share resulting from a failure 
to protect key intellectual property.

• Loss of market share resulting from product 
quality issues including the necessity to  
recall/replace product.

• Diversion of resources to address 
related matters.

• Devolving control of product development to the autonomous operating businesses spreads risk and ensures that the people best placed to service 
the customers’ needs are driving innovation.

• New product development ‘best practice’ is shared between Group companies and return on investment of past and future innovation projects is 
tracked monthly. This ensures that the collective experience and expertise of the Group can be utilised to maximum effect.

• Large R&D projects, especially those which are capitalised, require Head Office approval, ensuring that the Group’s significant projects are aligned 
to overall strategy.

• Workforce quality and retention is a central objective. This focus ensures that intangible resources stay and grow within the business.
• Operating businesses are actively encouraged to develop and protect know-how in local jurisdictions.
• Innovation is encouraged and fostered throughout the Group, inter alia, via the Halma Innovation Awards.

Increased risk No change to risk Decreased risk




